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d Piotrowski showed a pepper mill made of rainbow poplar
and finished in high gloss Minwax Poly. He also showed a pepper mill that was a collaborative effort of the members of the
Art League group.
Ted Perry displayed a pair of salt and pepper grinders.
Tony Fuoco made a pepper mill.
Marty Platt presented an elegant pseudo-natural edge elm bowl on an
extremely thin ebonized cherry stem.
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MITTLEMAN PUZZLES

Barry Saltsberg showed two failed maple bowls that exploded while
being reverse-turned, one of which smacked him in the face, leaving a
gash. He used it as a teaching moment to urge everyone to ALWAYS
wear a face shield. In addition, always bring up the tailstock for support
when reverse turning, or use a donut chuck. Barry also showed a
mahogany platter with a pyrographic rim.
BOB URSO TALKED ABOUT UPCOMING EVENTS
The Saratoga show is on March 24th & 25th. There will be no club bus
this year, but the show is well worth the trip, and Totally Turning has
some of the top demonstrators in the world.
The AAW symposium in Portland Oregon will be held on June 14th to
17th.
On Tuesday, March 27th at 7pm, Gary Rogowski will be at the Barn.
Gary is a renowned woodworker who has written many books and articles in woodworking magazines. There will be a $20 charge for this
event.
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Next meeting
Wednesday
April 4th, 7 pm
Routers

Raffles were won by Norm Bald and Marty Platt.
PRESENTATION
The presentation was on stave construction by Pete Richichi. Pete is a
volunteer at the Long Island Maritime Museum as well as a turner. He
told us that stave construction was originally used in boat building to
make masts and spars. This construction technique leaves the masts
and spars hollow, and therefore, lighter than if they were solid.
Stave construction is done by cutting a “bird’s mouth” on one side of
the stave. The typical construction used for masts and spars is 8 staves,
and the bird’s mouth cut uses an offset 45degrees. Pete showed a number of possibilities for stave construction. To make it with 12 staves,
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the bird’s mouth is cut at 15 degrees. Using even more staves is possible. Strips of contrasting wood can be incorporated to add interest. More information is in Malcolm Tibbett’s book on segmented turning.
The bird’s mouth cuts can be made on the table saw, or they can be made on a router table with a specialized set of
router bits which are made by Yonico and are available from a number of online outlets. Pete mentioned that it is
necessary to make the cuts in multiple small passes if using the router bits.
Once the staves are made, they are glued up using large pipe clamps to hold them together. Dry clamp them first to
check that there are no gaps. To turn them, you need to make a cone shape drive and tail stock piece or glue on a
solid bottom.
Thank you, Pete, for an interesting and informative presentation.
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PETE RICHICHI PRESENTATION:
FOLLOW-UP ON STAVE ANGLES

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

The LIW Woodturners Guild SIG members enjoyed an informative demonstration of stave construction that was
delivered by Pete Richichi on March 8, 2018. Pete discussed some of the uses for staves as well as the necessary
tools and techniques used in their manufacture. The construction methods were originally developed by boatbuilders
to produce strong, light-weight masts and spars.
A central point made during Pete’s talk was the use of “bird’s mouth” joinery to produce the required stave angles
to form the target shapes. The traditional tool for cutting the bird’s mouth joint is a table saw. However, many woodworkers have opted for a router table and special bits to produce the properly dimensioned angles. Most stave projects use 6-, 8-, 12- or 16-sided configurations. In turn, these require 60°, 45°, 30° or 22.5° angles for the bird’s
mouth. Note how these values correspond to the classic stops on a table saw miter gauge. The graphics below
should help readers visualize the necessary stave cuts.
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The new dues structure allows LIW members to attend any/all general and SIG meetings. Great camaraderie and
learning opportunities abound – be there or be square.
~ Michael R. Mittleman
Some Useful Websites
http://www.leevalley.com/us/wood/page.aspx?p=45160&cat=1,33084,46168,69435,46174
https://www.infinitytools.com/birds-mouth-router-bits-3501
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fol-3TmLSpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPnYdHIg0eM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcYhO8jKxvI
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STAVE ANGLE ADDENDUM
To achieve a combination of strength and lightness when using stave construction for masts and spars, simple formulas are used to determine diameter, as well as stave thickness and width. The mast (or spar) should have a diameter of 3” or more. Less than that does not lead to an appreciable weight advantage for hollow over solid construction. As a general rule, hollow (stave) construction is about 60% of the weight of solid material.
For 8-sided masts or spars, stave thickness is typically 20% of the outside diameter. Thus, a 4” diameter mast would
require 4” x 0.20 = 0.8” thick staves. By way of comparison, stave widths run about 40% of the mast’s diameter.
Therefore, a 4” diameter mast would require 4” x 0.40 = 1.6” wide staves. For wood turners making tapered workpieces, adjustments to the preceding formulas may be necessary.
~ MRM

GoAhead,MakeMyDay!
MichaelR.Mittleman
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MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

RASP STORAGE

A One Board Project:
Storage Box for a
Ten Tool Rasp Set

7 EZ Steps!

Fun for all!

Michael R. Mittleman

Step 1.

C ut P la n
24" X 48" yв͟

Carefully cut pieces
to size. Accuracy
counts.

B ck
Ba

Front -1
1

24"

Pine shelving or
plywood works well
for this project.

Front -2
Bench cllea
eat
Side stops

Wall cleat

48"

Materi al s
Item
Pcs
Back
1
Front-1
1
Front-2
1
Bench Cl eat
1
Wal l Cl eat
1
Si de Stops
2
Wal nut dowel s
12

Dadoes
are
groovy,
Batman!!!

Step 2.

The rasps vary in length,
width and thickness.
Viewed from the top, the
workpiece should end up
looking like this

For handles to align, cut
dadoes in both Front-1 and
Back pieces. The dado
measurements in the table
are repeated on both the
Front-1
t and Back pieces.
Back piece dado cuts
are stopped at 12" in
length.

T
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
1/4"

Di mensi on
o s
W
14"
12"
1 3/4"
2"
2"
1"
1/4"

L
22 1/2"
22 1/2"
22 1/2"
18 1/2"
18"
2"
1 1/4"

Front-1
#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Back
Slot
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Depth
Inches
3/16
3/16
1/8
3/8
2/8
2/8
1/8
2/8
2/8
1/8

Width
Inches
1
3/4
5/8
3/8
2/8
2/8
1/8
1
6/8
5/8
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3/8”

Steps 3
& 4.

Cut a 45° miter the
full length of Front-2.
Cut 3/8" x 1" rabbets
in the Bench and
Wall Cleats.

2"

1 ¼”

¾”
1"

¾”

2"

Front-2

1"

Rabbets in the Bench
and Wall Cleats.

3/8”

Frisky wabbets!

Step 5.

Step 6.

Step 7.

Golden
Hammer
Award

Glue and clamp
Front-1, Front-2 and
Back pieces. Add
optional dowels.
Round front-facing
edges.
Attach Bench Cleat
and End Stops to the
Back piece.

Apply finish of choice
(e.g., Danish Oil; shellac;
polyurethane)

DONE! Total project
time is about 6 hours,
excluding drying times.
Total materials cost
approximately $35.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

SAW BLADE STORAGE

M

any woodworkers amass circular saw blades of several dimensions. For example, table saw owners may
have 8” dado blades as well as 10” rip, crosscut, multipurpose combo and laminate varieties. Miter saws
often use 12” blades. Hand-held circular saws commonly employ blades ranging from 4 ½” to 10” in diameter; so many blades, so little storage space.
Most of the commercially available blade storage products are rubber or plastic and they provide single blade protection only. The woodworker will still need to figure out an orderly storage solution. Never fear, the LIW has the
cure for this conundrum!
The Flexible Design Circular Saw Blade Storage Project can be built to handle virtually any diameter blade; it can be
free standing or wall mounted and can easily handle 6 or more blades. The ensuing plans are for a holder of up to
four 10” blades. A quick scan of the plans by the reader will readily show how to modify the basic design to handle smaller/larger and fewer/more blades. No fasteners other than glue are used.

Front View

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS

Side View
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Building the storage container is easy, since few steps are involved. First, complete rough cuts of the parts. A possible cut plan is as follows:

Back + Separator

4 Separators + 4 Spacers

The builder needs to decide which technique will be used to construct the 4 spacer pieces. Here are two
possibilities:

Spacer Cut from Solid Board
Spacer using Strips and Mitered Corners
Once a method is selected, make the necessary cuts. Consider making each piece oversized by about ¼”. After
assembly, final cuts can be used to achieve the needed dimensions, square edges and remove any glue seepage. For
the proof-of-concept build, solid spacers were used. They were cut from 4 of the 12” X 12” squares made in an
earlier step.

Materials
Item
Back
Separators
SolidSpacers
MiteredspacerSides
MiteredSpacerBases

Pcs
1
5
4
8
4

T
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"

Dimensions
W
L
111/4"
16"
111/4"
81/4"
111/4"
81/4"
3/8"
81/4"
3/8"
111/4"



All Plywood – Final Dimensions – Choose Solid OR Mitered Spacers, NOT Both!
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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After finding the vertical (long) centerline for the finger slot, a 1 ¼” x 3 ¾” through mortise was cut in the back
piece. Other dimensions, such as 1” x 4”, could be used or the finger slot could be omitted altogether if the storage box is destined to be strictly of the wall-hanging variety.
Assembly requires a few steps. First, the back, separators and spacers are coated with linseed oil, shellac or Danish
oil. This will be the only opportunity to put a preservative on the interior. After the protective coating has completely dried, carefully align and glue the separators and spacers into place (but NOT the back). Be sure to use clamping since the glue is the only “fastener” in this project. The resulting piece is a “sandwich” built of separators +
spacer layers. More layers could be added if greater storage space is needed. Each new layer adds about ½” thickness to the storage box.
After sufficient curing time for the glue, examine the box. You may find glue squeeze out and/or that one or more
pieces shifted slightly from clamping. Not to worry, these next steps fix that.
Run the top edge only of the storage box through a table saw. In a pinch a bench-mounted belt sander will accomplish the same end. Two things are being accomplished. First the vertical length of the storage box is being determined. Second, the top edge is being squared and any glue squeeze out is removed. Do not cut or sand the other
edges at this time.
Next, align and glue the back section to the box. Once again, clamping is highly recommended.
After adequate curing time, maybe overnight, it is back to the table saw for final cuts on the sides and bottom of the
storage box. This will remove all remaining glue seepage and square the workpiece. Be very careful to make the
minimum cuts necessary since the spacer edges on the sides and bottom are being trimmed as well. This is the reason why oversized pieces were recommended for the initial cuts. As an example, the final dimensions of the spacers call for 3/8” widths. The proof-of-concept build used ½” widths for the bottom and sides, and then used the
final trimming to achieve the 3/8” target width.

Back with Rounded Corners and Holes for Wall Hanging

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Use a router or sander to make the 1” radius corners on the top edge of the back. The radius’s size is arbitrary; pick
something that pleases you. In fact, no radius is necessary for this project. However, if it is skipped, beware of
sharp corners.

Lightly go over the outer edges of the box and the finger slot with sandpaper to soften the geometry. Use up to 220
grit sandpaper on all external surfaces to remove any to tool marks, glue smears or rough grain. The finish is up to
the builder. Stain and polyurethane are handsome.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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ROBERT WOOD

LICFM

he March 13th meeting began with the announcement of a seminar on March 27th at 7:00 P.M. to be held
at the Smithtown Barn. The presenter is Gary Rogowski, a contributor to “Fine Woodworking” magazine.
Gary also runs a woodworking school in Oregon and has just finished a book. The publication is a philosophical approach to woodworking. The cost of the seminar is twenty dollars.

T

Barry Saltsberg mentioned Beads of Courage and is reminding members to make boxes for children whose conditions require countless medical procedures. The children put beads in a box to keep count of the number of treatments each has received. Details as to container sizes can be found on the website(http://www.beadsofcourage.org/pages/woodturners.html).
Ben Nawrath would like ideas for future meetings. One suggestion was a night of fixing mistakes; another was furniture and leg design, which can sometimes be evolving. Also mentioned was the use of clamps, odd or otherwise;
and assembly or carvings for furniture.
Mike Mittleman and Daryl Rosenblatt are asking members to summit photos and texts of projects for the Woodrack.
Tool revues could also be included or a plane or tool rejuvenation.
For Show and Tell Don Daily displayed a round table-the shape of which was dictated by a ships brass porthole.
Don used sapele to make the table. Don showed sketches, both scale and full sizes, and then proceeded to explain
the construction. Dominoes were installed with the angles needed to make a round top. A series of paired arcs were
connected. These arcs were sanded and clamped which included using inner tubes as a clamping device. Don spread
the legs with clamps and employed other methods and jigs to align the various parts properly. The finish was
ebonized, which is soaking steel wool in vinegar for two hours and then removing the steel wool. The remaining
vinegar is applied to the piece followed by wipe-on polyurethane.
Don’s Tip of the Month was a measuring guide combined with a table saw fence used to duplicate cuts on a particular project. I hope I can explain this clearly. Use a quarter or half inch flat piece of material with right angle corners. The size should be large enough so one can safely cut an open slot into the jig. Place one edge against the fence
that is set for a certain measurement in the project. Run the piece into the blade to create a slot. Write the measurement on the jig next to the slot. Make more slots for other pieces. When an additional part has to be made simply
place the slot over the blade and bring the fence to the corresponding jig edge. Lock the fence and remove the jig.
Jim Hennefield photographed a jig he uses with his grinding wheel which holds picks and awls perpendicularly to
the wheel, thus safely sharpening and centering the points on such tools. Jim also suggested using mineral oil with
rouge on leather when stropping. Jim emphasized light pressure when stropping.
The main topic was presented by Daryl Rosenblatt. Daryl’s focus was on jigs and how some are used to create curves.
Daryl showed pictures of his various projects ranging from a music stand to a headboard. These projects used
curved construction and also had been featured in “Fine Woodworking” magazine. Daryl uses many types of jigs
which he admits are not pretty but serve their purpose. One jig was simply used to safely guide pieces through a
shaper. Another was a jig made to work with a band saw to create tapers.
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Daryl spent a good amount of time explaining how he curves wood; he uses laminations. Daryl purchases long
veneers from Certainly Wood, which is located in upstate NY (www.certainlywood.com). White glue is employed
most of the time to hold together the layers of laminations, which are an odd number. The reason for the odd numbers; this ensures that the center line is wood and not a glue line. Daryl will also use Unibond 800, which is a twopart, urea formaldehyde, liquid resin glue. One must use a respirator with this substance. To properly cure, the temperature must be 70°F. When mixing the glue it is advised to use a disposable paint stirring stick, let the mixture sit
and then remix. Daryl changes the mixture for each laminate so they all dry at the same time. The MDF curving jigs
are covered with shipping tape to prevent the laminates from being glued to the jig.
The next step is clamping. Daryl starts at one end and works to the other. A day is usually good for this glue to dry.
A thin layer or sheen is only needed on one surface. Caution: do not use water-based glues on veneers. Daryl’s discussion was prompted by a half-round table he will use to display a ship model, the “Cutty Sark,” that he made. One
challenge in the table’s construction is to find flat spots on the curved parts or apron to mount the legs.
Daryl’s architectural background is evident-good planning and design, jigs coupled with step by step processes,
resulting in fine pieces.
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The Marketplace

These tools are mint the band saw never used $500.00
The jointer hardly used $500.00
The table saw with Biesmeyer fence and accessories
hardly used $750.00
call Garson 516 991 5859
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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FREE WOOD
LIW member John Soltysik has quite a bit of wood he would like to give away. The lumber is cutoffs ranging in length from 1 ft. – 5 ft. , widths vary between 4″ – 7″ and thicknesses range from
4/4 to 10/4. All lumber is hardwood of various undetermined species.
Interested members can reach John at 631-744-8919.

SCROLL SAW
LIW member Mike Mittleman is offering an ancient, heavily used Dremel Scroll Saw, Model 1671
Type 2 to a good home. It ain’t pretty, but is fully functional. User manual and spare blades are
included.
Email Mike at mrmittleman1@gmail.com or call 631-656-0425 if interested.

CONTEMPLATIVE DESIGN HIKE
Guru Charles James III will be leading as many members as wish to go on a weeklong hike through the Himalayas.
This will include a meditative retreat at a camel breeding farm, where all volunteers will fix all the wooden yurt supports. The club jet is being made available for this. 23 days and nights up at altitude, with occasional meals will be a
treat for the first 25 to sign up. Please contact the club for more information.
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